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3. Question No. 1 is compulsory. Out of remaining seven questions, FOUR are to be 

attempted. 

QUESTION PAPER SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS 

There are EIGHT questions printcd in both. English and Hindi. 

[Maximum Marks: 100 
sfrocH 3jF : 100 

Candidate has to attempt FIVE questions in all either in English or Hindi. 

All questions carry equal marks. The number of marks carried by a question/ part are 

indicated against it. 

Write answers in legible handwriting. llustrate your answers with suitable sketches 
and diagrams, wherever considered necessary. 
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Each part of the question must be answered in sequence and in the same 
continuation. 

Attempts of the questions shall be counted in sequential order. Unless struck off, 
attempt of a question shall be counted even if attempted partly. Any page or portion 

of the page left blank in answer book must be clearly struck off. 

8. Re-evaluation/ re-checking of answer book of the candidate is not allowed. 

1 P.T.O. 



1. (a) Give the present brccding policy for Cattle of Himachal Pradesh and what wers t 
requirements of revision of previous policy? 

(b) What is the significance of livestock husbandry in ensuring nutritional securitvy of 
human population? 

2. (a) Write endocrinology of glucose and calcium regulation in domestic animals with 
special reference to discases affecting these glands. 

4 

(b) Explain technique for preparation of histological sections. How histological 
techniques can be used for diagnosis of diseases? 

3. (a) What is Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), its key principles and various 
techniques of PRA? 

(a) What is the public health significance of Brucellosis? What are the different tests 

for diagnosis of brucellosis in a dairy herd? What is the current vaccination strategy 
for control and prevention of Brucellosis in India? 
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10 

2 

10 

10 

(6) How animal waste management can be integrated with dairy farm 10 

management for augmenting farmer's income? 

10 

10 

10 



(6) Write about geographical distribution, breed characteristics and significance 10 

6. 

of Spiti breed of horses in livestock farming of Himachal Pradesh. 

5. (a) What is pedigree based selection? What are the advantages and limitations? 10 

(b) Discuss the National Action Plan for Dog Mediated Rabies Elimination (NAPRE) 

by 2030 under National Rabies Control Program (NRCP) in India. 

(a) Describe the emergence of Lumpy Skin Disease as a major threat to cattle in 

India. Discuss the diagnosis tests and vaccines available for LSD in India 

(b) Discuss the role of different serotypes of Foot and Mouth disease (FMD) virus and 
mode of transmission of FMD in cloven hooved animals in India. 

7. (a) Classify Extension Teaching Methods and describe in details about mass contact 
methods. 
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10 
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(b) What arc the common mcat-borne bacterial z0onotic discases? What arc the 
cffective mcasures taken by mcat industry to prevent thc sprcad of meat-bornc 
infections? 

8. (a) what is slaughter house by-product? How these by-products can be utilized 

in enhancing slaughter house income and reducing carbon footprint? 
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0 

(b) Write a note on usage of steroids in enhancing growth of meat animals with 10 

possible implications to human health. 

4 

10 
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